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Justin’s Words

When it is time

B y J ustin s tone

D

eath is not an unusual event. it will happen to
everyone alive today, so it is not really something to grieve over. actually, grief is something
for the survivors; we will miss the one who is departed.
there is a story about Chuang tsu, the superlative
Chinese philosopher, who lived after the time of Confucius (not his real
name) and Lao
tsu. Chuang tsu’s
wife had died and
professional mourners had been hired,
which is a Chinese
custom. When
Chuang tsu came
home from the
funeral, he started
to beat a drum and
sing in a loud voice.
When some friends
stopped by to cheer
him up but instead
heard drumming
and singing, they
were horrified. Facing the great philosopher, they asked
him how he could
be so cheerful. He

“T AI C HI C HIH

IS A

S ERVICE

TO

H UMANITY . I T

answered, “When it was time to come, she arrived. and
when it was time to go, she left. Do you want me to
believe that i don’t know that?”
Whether or not the friends understood, i don’t know.
the story can also be taken as a comment on Karma.

IS A FORM OF

L OVE .” Justin stone, originator

From The Editor
- REPRINTING THE VITAL FORCE -

to clarify: subscribers of The Vital Force are welcome to make
copies of articles with permission. (authors never need permission to make copies of their own articles.) only one person has
been denied permission in the last two years – when he wanted
to reprint the entire issue every quarter as a series of blog
posts. if that had been allowed, why would any of those readers
subscribe to The Vital Force? Why do people need permission
to make copies? to maintain copyright protections. Protections
from what or whom? unfortunately, we don’t know that answer
until it is too late. so we need to be proactive. the only thing
we ask when permission is granted is that you include The Vital
Force footer (or cut and paste the masthead) on your reprint
– to give credit to and spread the word about The Vital Force.
Perhaps you’ve noticed that Vital Force articles are laid out so
that they don’t spill over on to additional pages. Why? so they
are easier to reuse if and when they are copied. Perhaps you’ve
noticed that articles of a similar ilk are laid out together (see
the new Jersey articles by Bill moore’s students or the nebraska
ones from rita otis’s students or the teacher/student articles
from Donna aldous). Why? again, this is done with reprint usage in mind and to help teachers build community.

your
artwork
Here

The Vital Force
needs artwork
produced by our
creative community.
surely there are
readers in our midst
that would like to
supply photographs
of their work for
publication?
thanks in advance.

i understand and respect the points sandy is making in her article. But it’s simply a matter of style and
every publication develops a style sheet: The Vital
Force spells out the first use of “t’ai Chi Chih” in every
article and then uses the abbreviation “tCC” to save
space and for convenience. (you’ll also note that Justin
often uses the abbreviated form, “tCC,” in lieu of
spelling out its entire name in every instance.) i would
suggest that if you, too, are getting hung up on reading
“tCC” aloud, simply substitute “t’ai Chi Chih” when
you come across it. it may be second (or first) nature.
as for abbreviating with initials in print (after the first
full use of the form’s name), it doesn’t seem to have
hurt transcendental meditation to be referred to as tm
sometimes. Certainly, if you are writing about t’ai Chi
Chih for a general trade publication, web site, or newspaper, it would be beneficial to write out the whole
form each time. Don’t be surprised, though, when the
publication utilizes its own style guidelines.
Kim grant, aLBuquerque, nm
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- COMMENT ON SANDY’S ARTICLE:
“T’AI CHI CHIH VERSUS TCC” (SEE PAGE 7) -

Please send articles as Word documents, electronically, to
tcc@kimgrant.com. if possible, please tailor your submission to a particular section; the newsletter will hang
together better that way. a 1/4 page in this newsletter runs
about 200 words; a 1/2 page is 400 words.
We are always in need of photos and artwork. Please send
high resolution jpgs, which the editor will crop and edit.
if you have 10-12 pieces of related artwork – calligraphy,
drawings, photographs, or something that will reproduce
well in B/W – please submit them for consideration in
an entire issue.The Vital Force reserves the right to edit
submission for length and clarity.

Web Site Updates
the on-line calendar and database
(for www.taichichih.org)
will be updated within a week of the following deadlines:
January 15, march 1, april 15, June 1, July 15,
september 1, october 15, & December 1.

Deadline: July 1
Publication Date: Early Aug
awareness (i.e. how has your
tCC practice informed your
experience of awareness)
Pulling in the Energy
Deadline: Oct 1
Publication Date: Early Nov
“our attitudes change and we
become more like the bamboo
rather than the oak.”
Pulling Taffy
Deadline: Jan 1
Publication Date: Early Feb
“you cannot appease the hunger
by reading the menu.”
Pulling Taffy, Variation #1,
Anchor
Deadline: April 1
Publication Date: Early May
“When the Chi flows freely and
is balanced, the Cosmic rhythm
begins to move us.”
Pulling Taffy, Variation #2,
Wrist Circles

editor: Kim grant • membership: mary ruiz • submissions: send articles, poetry and photos to Kim grant at tcc@kimgrant.com or to the
Vital Force, P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674 • memberships: send membership subscription requests, renewals, remittances
and changes of address to the Vital Force, P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674. memberships are $40/year, $50/year for international. members receive four issues of the Vital Force. the printed annual teachers Directory costs an additional $15/year. it is also available
for free at www.taichichih.org. if, for some reason, you do not receive an issue, send an e-mail to: vfjmembership@yahoo.com. • Design: amy
K. Brown
the Vital Force is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization serving t’ai Chi Chih practitioners worldwide. • Board of Directors: Dora Derzon, guy
Kent, Lisa m. otero. • Copyright 2008 the Vital Force Journal inc. not for reprint, redistribution, or reuse in any format without written
permission. all rights reserved. • t’ai Chi Chih® is a federally registered trademark of good Karma Publishing, inc
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Clarity

a service to Humanity

surrender Dorothy

By Dora Derzon, aLBuquerque, nm

By JoHn VaLentine, omaHa, ne

a

s Justin stone has always emphasized, t’ai Chi Chih is a
service to humanity. Who can doubt this? anyone who has
practiced tCC regularly will notice the beneficial effects in
his or her life. anyone who has taught this spiritual discipline to
others cannot help but be awed by how the circulation of Chi calms
and begins to bring sincere students into harmony with themselves
and their surroundings.
Justin allowed these movements to come through him and takes no
credit for “coming up” with them. He did, however, prepare himself
to have this happen. How many have meditated at 3 a.m. in the cold
with monks on the quest for enlightenment? How many have left
their jobs to board a freighter to Japan or india in search of sages
and masters? these were not casual decisions; they were born out of
a pressing urgency to know the truth. and Justin knows the truth.
only one with no ego, and the ability (in mind, body, and spirit) to
accommodate the flow of the Life Force, could bring tCC into this
world. Justin has done this beautifully. His clarity and sense of service to all of humanity are plain to see. He takes no profit from tCC
teachers and is an outstanding example of the egoless personification
of an enlightened being. His sincere love and reverence for life is his
underlying way of living. He tirelessly tries to teach compassion to
all those around him.
Justin has always been clear about the different aspects of tCC.
When approached by three newly accredited teachers, he refused to
take the royalties that they gratefully insisted he take from them.
He has always stood firm that once a person becomes an accredited
tCC instructor that person is an accredited instructor for life. Justin
has never been wishy-washy about whether it’s okay to make a living
teaching tCC. He has always said that the workman is worthy of his
hire; but first and foremost, teachers must have the mindset
that tCC is a service to humanity. these are not mere
words.
Justin has always been clear that tCC should not be organized. His wisdom should be followed. only a person who
can see the ramifications of this action can understand why
this should not be done. For the bulk of us teachers who
cannot see the ramifications of organizing tCC, we should
trust Justin and abide by his wishes. He knows more than
we do. Justin brought tCC into this world and countless
lives have benefited. the circulation and balancing of Chi
brings profound changes. Joy is a sure eventual effect of Joy
thru movement. Practicing and teaching tCC with joy as
an eventual outcome is a lofty goal, a goal that may bring
peace. With this as the intention, organizing seems a waste
of time and energy.
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / May 2009
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urrender Dorothy, referring to the skywriting by the Wicked
Witch in The Wizard Of Oz, is one of my favorite mantras.
although meant as an end-game curse, it became the saving
grace of Dorothy’s journey home. surrender allowed Dorothy’s inner
strength to manifest in the seamless flow of serendipitous opportunity. We are in this state when we are sincere. a taoist proverb states
that supreme sincerity evokes resonance. resonance is simply the
feeling of free flowing Chi. We vibrate like a gong when we strike
the heart of surrender because it’s at this time that we embody the
supreme state of doing-not-doing in the free flow of stainless awareness.
What’s being written in the sky of your mind during t’ai Chi Chih
practice? Perhaps what seems like a terrifying shadow message will
be transformed into the healing medicine of surrender. By noticing and not clinging to the smoky message in the sky, we shift our
weight in luminous emptiness. then the whole world becomes medicine; we neither have to toil nor spin.
Webster defines sincerity as honesty of mind; it’s derived from the
Latin, sincerus (clear, pure, and sound). teachers and students often
expend energy talking about tCC’s benefits. We pile up personal experiences and testimonials, and we perhaps sell the results as sincerity. seriousness is not sincerity; it’s the wicked step sister of sincerity. We become sherpas of seriousness, traveling the craggy pathways
of our expectations, paving a path with shoulds and shouldn’ts. But
as the saying goes, “When you see through the origin you may spontaneously burst out in a laugh.” that means as sincerity and clarity
unfold, you see how you bind yourself and it gets funny. sincerity is
full of playful laughter.
as Justin says, “if it isn’t fun, it’s better left undone.” that was an almost unbearable koan when i first heard it.
i don’t have to suffer or strive for this? i can
just resonate with the all-pervasive Chi?
remember, Dorothy didn’t plan to melt
the witch with water in The Wizard of Oz.
it was a spontaneous gift of circularity and
grace in action. isn’t every moment when
we’re not judging a moment that’s clear,
pure, and sound? through tCC we melt the
veils of self-inflicted delusions and reveal
radiance. or not. the most important thing
is to show up in the space of surrender.
there is no place like home – right under
your feet. Let that knowledge fill you with
the gratitude of sincerity and a smile grace
your face. now surrender surrendering.
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Clarity

the Clarity of no effort
By Diana BaHn, neW yorK, ny

i

recall my 2002 teacher’s training where candidates were asked
to give a 15-minute mock presentation about t’ai Chi Chih.
this was my first glimpse into the clarity Justin stone often
talks about with practice. our trainer and the teacher assistants
suggested we not rely solely on words during the presentations but
get folks up and doing the actual movements. the evening before
the big day, i was beside myself. in my monk-like room, i wrote
down everything i wanted to share with the would-be massage
therapists (the mock audience), so they would readily embrace tCC
and sign up for classes. i had so much to say in so little time and
knew it was going to be rough going. i was nervous.
Back in those days, my favorite movement was Passing Clouds:
imagine you are on a high mountaintop with heavy mist enveloping you. Flow effortlessly, continuously, left then right. experience a low glowing light shining through the mist. During that
presentation (which easily could have morphed into edgar allen
Poe mode) of Passing Clouds, i began
to feel a grounded, clear connection
to the earth that carried me through.
my message as we moved together was
plain and simple. it was as though an
experienced editor had taken up residence in my head. there is a wonderful
clarity that tCC provides, and it is not
cerebral at all. that’s the sort of clarity
i have discovered as i practice tCC. i
show up, start moving, and so much
more wholeness, focus, and integration comes without so much effort.

on a Clear Day
you Can see Forever
By nanCy Jo BLeier, sitKa, aK

W

riting about clarity is no different than doing my t’ai
Chi Chih practice. right now my mind is chattering and
i am feeling overwhelmed. so i stand up and practice.
Clarity comes to my mind as i move forward and backward, shifting the weight on each leg. Light at top of the Head and Light at
the temple brings a moment of the divine. With Passing Clouds, i
sing, “on a clear day you can see forever.”
the definition of clarity is to be clear, a quality or state of being
clear. How does this translate in tCC classes? are my sentences
short and clear? Do i clearly demonstrate softness and continuity?
Do i demonstrate how to shift my weight fully? Do i practice daily?
one student recently emailed, “thank you so much for offering
these classes. i really appreciate learning tCC. it’s great for both

4

stress relief and helping mental clarity.”
in the Journal of Mental Health and Aging (Fall 2003), Dr. Winningham wrote that, “Cognitively stimulating activities may also
postpone symptoms of dementia.... anything [you do] to use your
attention can help with cognitive stimulation. memory improves
with rehearsal, rehearsal, rehearsal.” this quotation resounds like
a bell. tCC movements give us clarity but we have to practice,
practice, practice.

Learning to Fly
By DaViD saKry, minneaPoLis, mn

W

e all have times when we’re uncertain about which
direction our lives should take; potential avenues seem
perplexing and confusing. imagine getting into the car
and driving without knowing where we are going. all around there
are questions about relationships, careers, what to eat, whom to
vote for, and so on.
When we’re confused, we can also be motivated to resolve it. this
motivation can be used in productive or unproductive directions.
in the Tao Te Ching, there’s a story about a monk having a recurring dream about being attacked by a spider. the advice given by
the monk’s teacher is to paint a symbol on the spider’s abdomen.
When the monk does as instructed, the dream spider instantly
disappears, and the monk sleeps soundly. upon waking, the monk
finds himself holding a brush and with paint all over his belly.
imagine all the nights the monk spent battling the spider and the
hours spent fearing sleep. of course, we do not always have (or
want) the solution to our problem(s).
indecision seems to have at least four characteristics: a sense of
discomfort around the current situation; a natural desire to escape
the discomfort; a counterbalance to escaping discomfort (like attachment to status quo); and weighing the pros and cons of a situation. When we finally make a decision, all this chatter seems to go
away … until the next situation arises. For some, this process of
decision/indecision becomes cyclical.
What happens when we practice t’ai Chi Chih? at the very least
we give ourselves a period of clarity (or an attempt at clarity). the
simple act of practicing tCC can yield eureka moments, clear solutions. tCC can feel like waves washing upon a sandy beach where
we’ve written everything we find so important. a good understanding of where you are right now… and now… and now can build a
foundation for which direction you wish to take (or not take). i’ve
found that this process of being present (as we are with tCC) is
enough. We still eat, have relationships, and pursue careers when
mindful. What we hopefully eliminate is the sense of impending
doom that’s created by trying to solve a problem from an abstract
perspective. Paying attention has many benefits. We forget that being is enough. Clear your mind, enjoy the moment, practice tCC,
and see how you feel.
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / May 2009

Clarity

Clarifying, Clarifying

mental gift of Clarity

By Carmen L. BroCKLeHurst, aLBuquerque, nm

By DeB BerteLsen, maPLeWooD, mn

racticing t’ai Chi Chih happens
in the moment. since even
the slightest movements are
the Chi helps
important, careful attention must be
scoop away
paid to what the practitioner is doing.
those
spacing out, not staying in one’s feet,
thinking about what’s for dinner is not
ingrained
an option. tCC requires our complete
emotions and
attention. Because of this, though, the
rewards are great. our practice yields
thinking
clarity within us that many teachers
from other disciplines suggest is not
possible. some say it takes years of
practice before such results are achieved. once they practice tCC,
they begin to see the truth of what is lovingly being credited to tCC.
But tCC must be kept pure (as it was originated) and performed with
focused attention and intention. only then can clarity (through the
vital force) begin to show itself.

ccording to Wikipedia, “Clarity is the property of being clear
or transparent. it can refer to one’s ability to clearly visualize
an object or concept (as in thought, understanding, and the
‘mind’s eye’) as well as the traditional notion of visual perception,
that is, with the actual eyes. Clarity may also refer more broadly to
‘perspicacity,’ the zen concept of ‘no mind,’ or other terms denoting
general clear and unperplexed cognition.”

P

to rid butter of its impurities, it has to be slowly heated to high
temperatures. as that happens, impurities begin rising to the surface
where they can easily be scooped away. a gourmet clarified butter remains. this process also holds true for our tCC practice. the
movements cause a wonderful flow of Chi to heat up our entire
system (of body, mind, emotions, and spirit). What is not true about
us begins flowing to the surface. sometimes this may seem confusing
and contrary to the peaceful experience of our tCC
practice. We may see anxious emotions and negative
thinking (which we’ve carried inside us for quite a
time) that have kept us from expressing our higher
nature – that of freedom, kindness, beauty, caring,
or love.
some people make the mistake of thinking that
these undesirable characteristics are what the Chi
is creating. But this is not true. the Chi is actually
helping to scoop away those ingrained emotions
and thinking. and clarity remains, clarity that unveils our higher nature. We laugh more readily and
sometimes at ourselves; we care more deeply but
not necessarily more emotionally; we love more easily. the problems change because our attitudes and
our Chi has changed. to paraphrase Justin, as we do
our tCC practice, we not only cultivate the Chi, the
Chi cultivates us. Clarifying is the way. then we can
start to truly grow into the beautiful beings we were
always meant to be. We can love and share the Chi.

The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / May 2009
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the practice of t’ai Chi Chih provides so many physical, emotional,
and spiritual benefits. as i learned to accept these gifts unconditionally, i was surprised to find that the mental gift of clarity was also
included in the benefits package. Beginning my practice i focus on
letting go of the day’s chaos, challenges, and unresolved problems.
thoughts keep coming at high speeds and bouncing from topic to
topic; i cannot shake them. But i know it doesn’t benefit me to hang
on to them and that it stands to detract from my practice. and so i
soften the body, try to quiet the mind, soften the gaze in my eyes,
and begin with a calming breath. as i start rocking motion my
pace slows; with each breath i tell myself to let go. Focusing on the
soles of the feet, i soften further and let go a little more. Bass Drum,
Daughter on the mountaintop, and Daughter in the Valley take me
deeper into the effort of no effort – tCC is now doing tCC. Before i
realize it, i am Working the Pulley with a mind that’s been quiet for
a long time. Without knowing or effort i allowed my mind to empty,
and as a result, i experience “no mind.” more gifts are to come.
after the practice is complete, i
realize that answers to questions
have appeared, realizations are
more acute, and understandings
of people, situations, and my own
self are deeper and more profound.
these realizations come spontaneously during practice and sit in my
unconscious without struggling
towards resolution. they come with
unusual clarity. some i have been
trying to understand for a long
time. it’s now as if a fog has lifted
to uncover a crisp blue sky, warm
glowing sunshine, and the clear
bubbling stream of life. tCC provides access to the subconscious,
the inner self. it is where answers
reside, where clarity makes it presence known.
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Guiding Thoughts

Clarity of Perception

By sr. antonia CooPer, osF, nortH PLainFieLD, nJ

t

o acquire clarity in the depths of our being, we must constantly be aware of what needs to be released as well as being
alert and awake. the practice of t’ai Chi Chih provides a
space and form that both invites and challenges us to experience the
depths and heights of clarity that can enhance ourselves and all our
relationships.
in the process of learning the entire tCC form, the new student is
more concerned with how it looks rather than how it feels. this is
only natural and forms the basis of learning each movement. With
time and practice, a transition eventually evolves from an exterior
trying to an interior flow. this is what we refer to as “maturity of
practice.” Clarity surfaces in feeling the connectedness of arms and
legs, of open relaxed wrists and waist moving softly in a simultaneous flow that can result in feeling as though no one is doing tCC,
but that it is doing itself.
in such “ah-ha” moments we grasp a deeper sense of clarity and
a deeper sense of self. When the practice is done in this way, we
continue to move into new levels of awareness in timing and rhythm
that continue to deepen the tCC form.
When i first learned tCC, my teacher would invite us to maintain an
“unclouded mind.” this phrase meant so much to me and still does
when i teach to remind students that the movements are done from
the ears down. We spend all day long processing, thinking, planning, yet in the practice our minds become clear – unclouded with
the concerns of life – to better focus our awareness in the body as
the movements take on various circular patterns, being supported
by complete weight shifts that activate Chi through the body. When
we “fast from thinking” during the practice, we can further sink into
the awareness of the present moment. this carries over to our lives
when we can enter fully into what we are doing, being fully present
and clear minded rather than clouded.

us accomplish much
more in the day as we
flow from one event to the
next, rather than rushing
to get everything accomplished. Clarity of thought
and focus increases; it is
a natural benefit of the
fasting mind.
Clarity of an alert mind
freely chooses to let go
rather than cling, according with impermanence;
recognizes resistance that
can give way to acceptance; melts away hardness into softness; becomes aware of tension
and chooses relaxation; experiences disconnect but chooses continuity. Distortions of mind and body melt away in light of clarity.
the byproduct of all of this is inner freedom. Freedom cannot be
earned nor taken away from us. it can only reside and increase in the
depths of one’s awareness. What at one time shook us out of our center no longer has the power to do so. new levels of awareness dispel
old ways of seeing and being, acting and understanding that give way
to clarity throughout life.
Can 19 simple movements and one pose really produce all of this?
try it and see. it is the experience of an ever-increasing number of
practitioners. How blest we are to be able to share this form with so
many.
tCC will take you as far as you want to go – or maybe where you
don’t want to go as a feeling of resistance. Breaking through and
staying with it can only result in total freedom, total clarity.

When we create space in our busy lives for practice, it seems to help

Pyramid Poems
the
curtain
disappears
only the Chi
remains so
clearly
thee
– nanCy Werner-azarsKi
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t’ai
Chi Chih
does not take
time from our lives
it brings life
to our
time
– BiLL moore

Chi
breathing
traveling
between spaces
emerging
toward love
now
– BarBara KristoFF

bright
morning
clear blue sky
do t’ai Chi Chih
underneath
that sky
smile
– gary sWanson
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Sandy Says/Pam Says

t’ai Chi Chih Versus tCC

attending an intensive

By sanDy mCaLister, HayWarD, Ca

By Pam toWne, oCeansiDe, Ca

hese three words, t’ai Chi Chih, are meaningful, powerful, and
very specific. the three letters tCC are pieces, abbreviations, and
could mean many things. t’ai Chi Chih translates to “knowledge
of the supreme ultimate.” through the practice of t’ai Chi Chih we are
discovering the connection we have with the ultimate life force. We are
acquiring knowledge about who and what we are. think of the power
in those three words: t’ai Chi Chih. What comes to mind when you as
a practitioner hear those words? Do they evoke a particular physical
response? Does a past experience you had while doing the practice cross
your mind? Does a name or face of a fellow practitioner flash through
your thoughts?

pringtime is a time of renewal, a great time to look more
deeply at why we practice t’ai Chi Chih, and as teachers,
why we teach it. Looking into my own experience, i do
tCC for the peace, joy, balance, freedom, and unity it brings
my body, mind, and spirit. it literally keeps me moving; i might
be crippled from knee, back, and neck injuries if not for tCC.
mentally, it provides access to internal calm. tCC has become
a spiritual practice that consciously connects me with the flow
of life.

t

there is something to be said for the power of words. in words we see
the essence of their meaning. Consider how words make you feel, what
images come to mind: pine forest... chocolate... Vietnam... smiling...
eagle... swimming. When we teach we say the same thing three or four
different ways to allow for students to connect with the phrase that has
clarity for them. Consider how much more is expressed when we say
“soften the knees” rather than “bend the knees.” there is a “feel” component to the phrase. “allow the heel to rise” has more meaning than “the
heel comes up” or “lift the heel.” there is effortlessness implied. the
correctness of words is important when teaching in order to convey to
the student exactly what we mean.
and so it is with the name of our form. We do not do t’ai Chi; we do t’ai
Chi Chih. t’ai Chi can mean many things. When we write and say t’ai
Chi Chih we know exactly what is meant. During the spring intensive
in new Jersey, sr. antonia complimented the group on how everyone
consistently used the full name of the form. But during the reading of
an article, i was completely taken aback when the written three letters
“tCC” were actually spoken as three letters tCC. since it was written
that way i understand that someone might read it that way
but it did not feel right. this shortcut felt like t’ai Chi
Chih was not worth writing out or speaking it completely.
it became clear how strongly i felt about this. Why take
the power away from what t’ai Chi Chih represents with a
short cut. there is a time to abbreviate, such as note taking, or in emails, but not in writing articles or materials
for teaching or advertising, and especially not in speaking
the name of the form. if an article is printed and disbursed
to the general public, into a non t’ai Chi Chih environment, and it is continually referred to as tCC, we are
undermining efforts to get “t’ai Chi Chih” known in the
world. Will it more commonly be known as tCC rather
than t’ai Chi Chih in 20 or 30 years from now? Let us not
diminish what has been created. Honor the form, honor
the originator, and let the power of the words be felt.
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teaching tCC is a way of sharing the benefits received, yet it
goes far beyond that. it contributes to peace on our planet.
Look at why you practice or teach, and let clarity motivate
you to share tCC more fully. as for practicing, it’s wonderful
to do alone and more fulfilling to do with others. Have you
experienced that exquisite sense of oneness when everyone in a
group is moving together? give yourself the gift of immersion
for several days; attending an event can be empowering.
intensives are designed for an in-depth exploration of your tCC
practice. if you are a tCC teacher, there are many reasons to
attend: to deepen your own practice and appreciation; to refine
how you move for a greater flow of Chi; to learn how to better
prepare candidates for teacher training; to learn new teaching
techniques; and to connect with the larger tCC community.
if you want to become a teacher, consider attending to better
understand the depths of tCC practice and the principles of
how to move; to discover what needs to be changed before
you attend teacher training so you’ll have several months to
integrate those changes; and to experience doing several hours
of tCC daily.
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Features

awareness,
Circularity,
softness &
Continuity
By PauLine quimson-tong, CHama, nm
“…awareness is the root of T’ai Chi Chih…” *
Just like a tree or plant which will not and cannot flourish without
developing its roots (to let water and nutrients in), my t’ai Chi Chih
and Seijaku practices cannot progress unless i allow nourishment
through awareness. Living in accord with reality. Living in truth
and with integrity. Being truly present in each moment. Listening,
seeing, feeling, hearing, touching, tasting, sensing with every fiber
of my being, with every cell, with all that i am. this brings about
real awareness of who and what i am truly made of – that i am not
separate from the other (person, place, thing, time, situation), that
there is no “other,” that there is only one. We are all one.

present, and witness another person’s healing, that a part of yourself
is healed as well? that’s precisely what we do when we practice and
teach tCC. We become the vessels of this continuous flow – this
fountain of holy, sacred, pure love, gratitude, peace, light and joy. it
is limitless. We truly can reach our maximum potential, the best self
that we can be.
i know that there are many good forms of therapy and healing. But
what sets tCC apart is that we truly become facilitators of change
and evolution. We are not trying to do it for other people. on the
contrary, our mere presence and gentle yet grounded guidance (how
we live as tCC teachers and students) help lead others into their own
path of enlightenment to holistic healing: self-awareness, self-knowledge, self-realization. this practice allows us the freedom to choose
every single day, at our own pace, in our own readiness, to transform
and manifest the true beauty and goodness that we truly are deep
inside.
* as quoteD From Justin stone

From Patience to grace
By Pete gregory, CroWn Point, in

“…circularity is fundamental…” *
i freely receive… i freely give. one of the hardest lessons i’ve had
to learn is that it is okay (in fact, it’s necessary) and very good to receive. For if i were empty, i would have nothing to share… t’ai Chi
Chih has taught me to allow myself the privilege to accept the gift
of daily practice. as Justin stone says repeatedly, “Practice everyday.
Practice when you feel like it but most especially when you don’t
feel like it.” it is specifically during those difficult and challenging
times (when so many other things want to encroach on my personal
practice time) when i need to be doubly faithful and persevere in my
practice. it’s when i need to circulate and balance the Chi the most.
Just like our body-mind-emotions-spirit need to let go of toxins
(anything that blocks our evolution – physical, mental, emotional,
spiritual), we also need to give our body-mind-emotions-spirit the
best nourishment possible. and what better way than through the
daily act of circulating and balancing the very core and essence of
our being, our vital force.
“…softness and continuity are the essence…”
Without softness, there is no flexibility. When we practice t’ai Chi
Chih with stiffness, tension blocks and doesn’t allow the meridians
to open. our energy is unable to flow freely. However, softness does
not mean limpness. on the contrary, it is the most stable, grounded
strength that one can have. (remember what Justin says: the soft
water wears away the hard rock and the flexible bamboo outlasts the
sturdy oak.) Without softness, there is no movement; and without
movement, there can be no joy!
Continuity is essential between yin and yang, teachers and students,
families and communities, individual countries and the whole world.
We are, after all, a part of each other’s lives. as the song goes: “no
man is an island. no man stands alone. each man’s joy is joy to me.
each man’s grief is my own.” Have you ever felt that when you are
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When i opened november’s Vital Force, i sped through “Justin’s
Words: impatience” so i could get to the next page and the page
after that. i finally reread it today, and it prompted a search that
yielded I A M: the Impatient Anonymous Mindset. thank you,
Justin, for prompting my search into the “mysteries of the time
barrier.” excerpts include:
...We admitted we were powerless over the passage of time, and
that any effort to bend, borrow, or steal it made our lives unmanageable.
...We came to believe that a mustard seed of patience could grow
to penetrating depths and relieve our delusions.
...We followed these thoughts, suggested as a program for recovery:
Patience breeds grounding.
grounding breeds efficiency.
efficiency breeds regimen.
regimen breeds Development.
Development breeds skill.
skill breeds talent.
talent breeds Creation.
Creation breeds new Kinds of truth.
new Kinds of truth breed Clarity.
Clarity breeds Peace and Happiness.
Peace and Happiness breeds Peace and Happiness.
Peace and Happiness breed inertia and Bliss (touched and elevated).
Patience breeds grace.
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in search of
impatience

awareness:
Waiting as a Practice

By Larry BLoom, sanDy sPrings, ga

By LinDa Braga, Castro VaLLey, Ca

i

recently read Justin’s article, “impatience,” from the
november 2008 Vital Force. When i was younger, i
thought impatience was something that happened to
me by outside forces. slow traffic, standing in lines, and
other delays “made me” impatient. i thought of myself as
a victim of circumstances out of my control. Depending
on the situation i felt annoyed, irritated, anxious, stressed,
and intolerant. my blood pressure rose and my stomach
tied itself into a knot. there was no need to search for
impatience; it found me.
as i become more aware of my own thinking i realize
that i may not be able to control delays, but i always
have a choice in how i respond. Why would i respond by
thinking, “there is a wreck on the freeway and i will be
late to my appointment. i choose to abuse myself by being
impatient so that i will be annoyed and irritated. i also
choose to invite anger in others by displaying my middle
finger.” making a destructive choice like this, i become an
accomplice in creating my own misery. How absurd.
there was no conscious decision to feel impatient; it just
happened. i am now aware that my ego was reacting to the
invitation to be impatient. and the ego came out to feed.
Justin says, “awareness is the root of tCC,” and i now
know it’s also the solution to my impatience. Practicing
tCC quiets my subconscious egoistic mind and brings
clarity to the choices i have in any situation. instead of
feeling helpless, i feel empowered and a sense of inner
peace. tCC is a journey not a destination, and consistency
of practice is vital or the ego resumes
control.
With tCC practice i sense there is
also a positive aspect of impatience,
the yin and yang of impatience. With
balance, impatience can provide
the motivation to seek a better way,
a way that fosters creativity and
innovation. indeed, impatience that
fuels a passion to make the world a
better place is worth the search. and
for those who want to know the cure
for impatience, perhaps Justin will
tell us in the next Vital Force.
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i

n spring 2009, i attended a four-day retreat on the northern California
coast where t’ai Chi Chih was offered as the morning meditative practice. the theme of the retreat was waiting – slowing down movements,
letting go of daily routines and cell phones, softening the breath, unwinding, pausing, and settling in together. Waiting is an integral component of
any meditation practice. it underlies the disciplines of tranquility, peacefulness, and compassion. Waiting is a cornerstone of tCC practice; it’s
the sense of allowing the body/mind to come into harmonious accord, of
moving from doing into being, of suspending judgment and thought.
in our hyper-kinetic culture today, waiting is usually seen as a problem
to be endured: we wait in line, for a green light, for the repairman, for a
diagnosis. Waiting is viewed as wasting time, as a negative experience to be
avoided. many people admit frustration, irritability, and anger when forced
to wait. they begin to blame the other person or circumstances rather
than look inward.
if we carefully examine waiting, we find that awareness plays a big role. We
are aware that time is passing, that we are somehow being left behind, or
that others are getting ahead. this can be frustrating, annoying, unpleasant, and even boring in a goal-oriented culture. alternately, we might experience waiting as feeling suspended in time, with no time passing, bringing
comfort and peace, even surprise and wonder.

tCC practice can have a fantastic impact on our perception and awareness
of time. We come to experience no time / no space on a regular basis with
the daily tCC practice of circulating and balancing Chi. From that, we
begin to cultivate a neutral awareness, a sense of being fully present in the
moment yet not attached to it. at its best, we could describe this awareness
as meditative bliss.
this all-pervasive feelingawareness allows us to live
from our center and to stay in
our center, even after practice.
that sense of tranquility carries
over into all aspects of daily life.
then we really live, fully aware,
basking in this sense of waiting,
opening, without expectation.
tCC teaches us to be fully present in this very moment, how
to wait with awareness. and in
this waiting, we receive exactly
what we need.
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By Teachers / For All

reconnecting:
a story about Life Changes
& Facebook

observations
By DaViD sCHuLBerg, san Lorenzo, Ca

By DaLe BuCHanan, BoCa raton, FL

i

became a certified t’ai Chi Chih teacher in april 1997, and in the late 1990’s
i owned the tCC studio in great Falls, Virginia. until Fall 2003 i taught
hundreds of tCC courses (often 20-25 classes a week); many teachers in the
Washington, DC region were once my students. tCC was my only source of income
for five years; it was my career until classes suddenly diminished, for reasons i am
still uncertain. since my background is personal training, sales, and marketing, i
then went into health club management full time and stopped teaching tCC for
various reasons. i still practiced but not as regularly as when i taught. tCC never
left me though; everything i learned remained and the people i learned from were
still in my mind.
i knew i would get back to tCC; i just didn’t know how and when. in Fall 2008,
shortly after i moved to Boca raton, Florida, i lost my job and was under a lot of
stress. When i began a full and consistent tCC practice, lot of things began happening. i remember telling my mother that i hadn’t felt this good in a long time,
and that i must start teaching tCC again. Without a place to teach i built a website
and start promoting myself again. there is definitely uncertainty in the air right
now with the economy, with people losing jobs and homes. the message i got while
doing tCC practice was clear: we need to re-connect with ourselves and others,
re-invent ourselves; we must adapt as the world changes and re-establish ourselves
because what might have worked to get tCC students in the past may not work
now. it’s like starting over.
recently i was invited by an old friend to join Facebook, a social networking website. i resisted joining for a year but decided it was time. i instantly re-connected
with friends from the past five to 30 years. it was a joy to speak with people and see
how their lives have changed. shortly after joining Facebook i came across the tCC
group page, and in speaking with many tCC teachers, confirmed that i needed to
get back into teaching. By then i’d found a few places to teach; i
just needed students. Connecting with people on Facebook and
displaying advertisements about my free presentations drove
people to my personal tCC website. i have a few small classes
now, which is a good start.

a

fter teaching for 15 years, i thought i was
beyond being surprised by my students.
Last quarter, one of my repeat students said
she’d started to sleep better, to feel more relaxed
and less on edge. i asked her if she was taking any
new medications, and she responded, “Just t’ai Chi
Chih.” other students also chimed in that they were
sleeping better.
a few years ago, when i was visiting old friends in
new Jersey, i started doing my tCC practice on their
backyard porch that faced five adjoining houses. as i
let myself sink into the practice and feel the fluidity
of the movements, i saw animals and people walk by
– as if i was invisible. a squirrel on a nearby fence
appeared to watch and seemed to feel the Chi. some
birds flew to nearby branches, adding their own joy
through my movements.
i’m reminded of many times over many years when
Lois mahaney and i did our tCC practice in a park
near our houses. We met on sunday mornings and
practiced with our students in the cold, amidst the
trees, while squirrels, birds, dogs, and cats would
scamper by. once, right in the middle of Basic Pulling taffy, a hawk landed in an adjacent tree to share
our space. i’m not sure what the hawk felt, but it
gave us an unforgettable sense of joy.

i believe that Facebook and other social networking tools can
be very helpful in the future growth of tCC. i invite friends,
students, and family members to join. i post links, write on
“walls,” and create discussions similar to a forum. it will only
work if you are proactive, though. starting a discussion without
maintaining it won’t do much to help build tCC, your classes, or
connect with people. it can seem time consuming at first, but i
believe the benefits are worth the effort. i’m certain to see more
of you on Facebook soon, and i’ll be glad to discuss how i use the
internet to promote tCC.
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to all tCC Friends &
With gratitude For
The Vital Force

Chi relates to 21st
Century Personal
Development

By sister FranCis a Kay, tarrytoWn, ny

By CHris norKus, WHisPering Pines, nC

or the last eleven years in zimbabwe, The Vital Force has
been a happy and informative companion. i’ve relied heavily
on this link with you. i’ve also used Justin’s books, and this
has been a source of growth and certainty. rereading his messages and stories is always stimulating; they contain wisdom born
from the depths of his meditation. and yes, we pass them to our
students.

n my 20s, i took basic instruction in martial arts to harness
the power of Chi for self-defense and offense. in attempting
to breaking boards, i developed cracked skin, bruised joints,
and little appreciation for Chi where the knuckles met the board.
in t’ai Chi Chih we seek to circulate and balance this energy,
this Chi. We break habits and patterns of behavior that can be
stronger than boards or blocks. We strengthen our energy system
through habitual practice. Chi is a word tCC teachers may use
almost casually, for we feel a personal relationship with it. our
students may not have shared the same tangible experience with
Chi. so how do we relate the message to them?

F

i

While teaching t’ai Chi Chih to so many cultures, i often wonder
how our togetherness has changed their perspective on life. it’s
really a wonder: the energies of
god that pervade the movements,
the moments of quiet after each
By amy tyKsinsKi, aLBuquerque, nm
set, the security in the evident Chi
resonating through the body. so
Editor’s Note: Amy attended a recent
many of our students have been
T’ai Chi Chih retreat given by Carmen
transient because of the chaotic
Brocklehurst and has written up what
situation in zimbabwe. i taught
Carmen taught for each movement in
tCC at our Harare Hospice Bethe hope that others may benefit.
reavement Center, where i volunteer to massage the bereaved. it’s
Feel the 60-40 split on the inside; it
been a source of energy, relaxation,
isn’t easily seen in the hands; there
is a mental emphasis. try it. after
and quiet in the midst of upheaval.
bringing
the palms back towards the
Because of aiDs, murder, the
shoulders,
the hands fall into the
violence of forced evacuation from
breastbone
at
the bottom (or return
farms, and disease, the HHBC is a
point
of
the
ellipse).
Feel the strength
beehive of activity. tCC was always
from the back heel moving
on the menu of helping programs.
up the body. try it.

Push Pull

the shona have not been as attracted to tCC as to their traditional movement forms. But i’m
sure if some younger members of our tCC family became certified,
it would spread. unless one has lived in a chaotic situation where
city hospitals are closed, medications are very limited, electricity
is sporadic, and little water available (contributing to a cholera
epidemic), you cannot know the streeses. oh, disaster. Justin has
so often spoken of our energy for peace. Blessings on the great
effects of tCC in our lives.
P.S. Because of my heart disease and a lack of adequate treatment facilities in Harare, I have returned to the U.S. for treatment
and surgery. TCC has been a tremendous source of energy in my
healing.
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / May 2009

growing up in the1950s, i was told that the human
body was essentially pocket change. in the 70s, earl
nightingale presented the body as a fabulous energy
and logic system and asked us to view it as being worth
millions of dollars. this is a great perspective from
which to view the concept of Chi. the body’s physical
components, the mind, and the spirit combine to form
a wondrous energized entity. We describe Chi as the
“intrinsic energy” within each of us (the energy that
stimulates thought, creativity, and growth) that maintains and nurtures us. Without Chi, there is no life. Chi
is the essence
of nightingale’s
wondrous energy system.

While the
concept of Chi
may be foreign to many
Westerners, balance and
habit are spoken of often.
Chi is often represented
through the yin-yang
symbol of opposing energies, constantly in motion, seeking to balance
one another. through adopting the positive habit of regular practice of tCC, we aid ourselves by circulating and increasing Chi.
the tangible benefits we can convey to students are expressed as
calm, energy, control, balance (and more) that help us negotiate
and enjoy our lives and contact with others.
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Justin Stone

the importance of Chi
By Justin stone [rePrinteD WitH Permission From THE VITAL FORCE, JuLy 2002]

B

ecause i am anxious for t’ai Chi Chih
teachers and students to understand
the importance of Chi and of the tCC
practice that enables us to know the Chi and
use it to our advantage – nothing is more
important – i am going to devote most of
this article to quoting swami rama of india,
who once held the prestigious position of
shankaracharya of southern india. swami
says:

this vibration of Chi is the
prime cause of all events
happening in the universe

Prana (Chi) means ‘first unit of energy in
man.’ Prana (Chi), which sustains life in the
human body, is the cause of the expansion
of the universe. anything you find in the
phenomenal world is the manifestation of
Chi. Breath is the vehicle for Chi. the breath
of the individual is a practical manifestation
of Chi, the Cosmic Breath. the body and
the functioning of its organs are dependent
on Chi. it is Chi that maintains the life-link
between the physical and the mental.

it is that which makes us living beings and produces vibrations. Without
vibrations and movements this would
not exist. We are able to live because
every part of the immeasurable realm of
Chi is constantly vibrating. We are, in
fact, nothing but a mass of vibrations
– a unit of the energy of the infinite
Cosmic Chi. this Cosmic Chi, the
Cosmic energy that is sometimes called
‘intrinsic energy’ in the [east], exists
from eternity to eternity. everything is
caused by the Chi, which has its own
laws. Chi is the universal Life. all of us
have come into existence by the power
of Chi. every object in this universe
obeys the order of the same mother
energy, the Chi.

---

Chi is not only the life principal in the
individual but it is also the cosmic principle.
Chi is the vital force in a living being which
is incessantly active, whether one is awake or
asleep.
When the Chi departs the body, all other organs follow. the breathing system is the vehicle of Chi.
all animate and inanimate objects of this universe are results of
the vibration of Chi. this vibration of Chi is the prime cause of all
events happening in the universe. Chi is the Cosmic life principle.

this is pretty powerful stuff, i admit. i
will soon be 86 years of age* and have
not noticed much deterioration mentally or physically, although i cannot
speak for the future. undoubtedly this is
due to tCC practice, and i am certainly
grateful for the tCC discipline making
it possible to somewhat merge with this
all-powerful force. if the tCC movements are practiced consistently and
correctly, one can get the eternal benefits.
is superficial activity a better way to expend your efforts? think
about it.
*EDITOR’S NOTE: AT PRESENT, JUSTIN IS 92 ½ YEARS OLD AND DOESN’T LOOK A
DAY OVER 86.

Pyramid Poems
god
in me
salutes you
our spirits wink
namaste
back at
me
– Jan maPLes
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the
morning
came slowly
like the gentle
Chi came in
to my
life
– mary WHite

choose
new ways
of being
open pathways
flow softly
into
change
– sHeryL aDair

seek
silence
from stillness
as quiet as
the freshly
fallen
snow
– Peter gregory
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Justin Stone

t’ai Chi Chih
and the Future

do now will shape our lives to come. Perhaps knowing this will
make us more careful. all the talk in the world with therapists,
psychologists, and psychoanalysts won’t change a thing.

By Justin stone
rePrinteD WitH Permission From THE VITAL FORCE, marCH 2000

are there ways to erase these vashanas? yes; two i know about
and teach. Deep mediation that reaches the turiya level can do
it and t’ai Chi Chih in many, many cases has done it. i believe
that tCC changes the metabolism and, with it, erases unwanted
vashanas (habits like driving a car and playing the piano are obviously not harmful and even necessary). i have observed teachers and students erase harmful habits and addictions. thus tCC
can change the future. What could be more valuable?

P

atanjali has been called the “Father of yoga” not because
he originated it but because he codified it. He took parts
of different age-old yogas and worked them into raja
yoga (the “Kingly yoga”), a major work in india that has great
importance. anyone who claims to teach raja yoga must understand and have mastered (through practice) all eight steps.
Patanjali says: “yoga is the suppression of mental modifications.” in other words, all yogas have this as their ultimate
goal. these mental modifications are called vritti in sanskrit,
and when they are repeated over and over become vashanas or
“habit energies.” nothing is more important in this life and in
future lives. these habit energies shape our lives. Whether by
thought, intent, or action, these habit energies – most carried
over from the past, it is believed in india – are responsible for
our way of living. When they become overly strong they can
develop into samskaras or “tendencies.” these tendencies,
according to the Buddha,
can last through many lives.
People who do things withI have observed out knowing why – such as
drinking although they dislike
teachers
the taste of liquor – can have
and students
their lives destroyed in this
erase
manner. and it all started with
the seemingly harmless vritti,
harmful
the “mental modification” that
habits
gradually turned into a habit
and
energy.

addictions

thus, what we think, plan, and

Pyramid Poems
here
flowing
practicing
moving the Chi
we all are
beams of
light
– DD

the
end is
nearer than
you think; don’t wait
it is a
gift to
you
– CB
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joy
Justin
joining all
in service to
all to grow
a new
earth
– mr

we
gather
together
to learn and feel
what is in
each of
us
– JH
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Events

Wedding Practice to Life

intensive generosity

Workshop with Carmen Brocklehurst
in albuquerque, nm; march 19-22, 2009

intensive with sandy mcalister
in ringwood, nJ; march 19-22, 2009

By Diane mooDy, aLBuquerque, nm

ComPiLeD By DanieL PienCiaK, HoWeLL, nJ

t

wenty-seven participants (including new and senior students
and teachers) converged for this t’ai Chi Chih retreat. this
was my second; last september i limped into Carmen’s retreat,
stressed and suffering from a severely sprained ankle. i questioned my
sanity about attending, but much to my surprise, i was able to do all
practice sessions and left feeling great. i immediately felt supported by
everyone and further jump-started my practice. i’m amazed by what
there is to learn about each movement – layers upon layers. this time,
too, we were blessed that Justin was with us for four hours on saturday. He commented that “people must have been sneaking in some
practice” because he saw so much improvement since the last retreat.
the profound saturday evening session, where we reflected on
what we’d gotten from the retreat or what had changed inside of us,
centered around three themes. one was community. many people, especially those practicing in more isolated areas, expressed appreciation
for the connection. others commented on the integrity of everyone
present and how there was no posturing, no agenda, and no need to be
anything except good company on the spiritual path. a first-timer now
understood why people find tCC so “unique and compelling.”
the second theme had to do with feeling the Chi. one participant commented, “i removed blocks in my body that i didn’t even know i had.”
others commented on feeling more spaciousness, feeling their fingers
tremble with Chi for the first time, feeling heat during a movement,
opening their hearts, or just letting go and feeling calm, creative, more
relaxed and more comfortable with themselves. many expressed appreciation for the gentle corrections given and what a difference those
simple adjustments made. on the last day a hot air balloon drifted by,
perfectly reflecting “the effort of no effort.”
the third theme centered on service, especially with regards to the
property’s labyrinth, badly neglected and overrun with weeds. Cynthia
and Deborah put out a plea for gardeners, and many participants
joyfully used their free time to restore its Chi. the labyrinth became
somewhat of a metaphor when Cynthia wisely shared, “We have to
weed our lives, to let go by weeding things that are taking away our energy, so that
we can leave
a clear path
for others to
follow.” We,
our tCC
practice,
and the
labyrinth
left in good
fit condition.
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t

he sprawling Franciscan spirituality Center in the heart of
ringwood state Park was the site of a wonderful learning event,
with the added bonus of sister antonia attending. Participants
were generous in sharing their experiences:
“i want to express my gratitude to everyone for sharing this t’ai Chi
Chih weekend. i will practice with my heart and my soul, not with my
head. i will allow the tan t’ien to do the job.” (Lucia Corria) … “this
intensive confirmed the centrality of tCC in my life. i am so grateful to
have found a place in this community.” (roselee Blooston) … “these
days have been a revelation. For years, i have looked for a physical
process to give concreteness to a philosophy of the nothingness before
thought – learned from Krishnamurti. thank you Justin. (raymond
rei) … “tCC is not something you learn but something you explore
day after day, week after week, year after year. as we grow, it grows; as
it grows, we grow. tCC teaches me to ‘accord with impermanence.’”
(Dennis mcCann) …

“Chi is love in its purest form. it has no agenda other than for my
highest good.” (anon) … “the sense of connection and community is
as important as the learning received. i feel refreshed, revitalized, and
grounded.” (Celia Hills) …
“this wonderful learning experience has allowed me to look at and feel
my practice in a new way. Focusing on different details brings a deeper
awareness.” (anon) … “the end results are always the same: a stronger, more powerful practice and extreme gratitude.” (stacey moore)
… “a Hopi indian prayer reminds me of feeling the expanse of my
aloneness, so i lay down in a quiet place and felt the earth and sky,
and i was not alone. this weekend has woven a blanket of comfort
around me.” (Fran alexander) … “Peer partnering was actually
quite profound. i was observing and giving feedback, learning and
receiving, yinning and yanging. soon there was no giver and no
receiver, just Chi.” (marilyn Powell) … “i originally came to refine
my movements to prepare for teacher training. But i was also
opened to the essence and spirit of the movements and to tCC
itself. it has brought my practice and my very being to new depths.
i am grateful to sandy, Dan, antonia, and all the participants.”
(aimee Becker)
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Valentine’s Day Focus

magic Happens

Workshop with antonia Cooper
in Portland, or; February 14, 2009

retreat with antonia Cooper in
santa Barbara, Ca; February 3-6, 2009

By roBerta taggart, Co-Host, eugene, or

t

his short but sweet workshop focused on one
of Justin’s passages from Spiritual Odyssey: “if
we examine it closely, we find that awareness is
the root of t’ai Chi Chih, which is essentially inneroriented. Circularity is fundamental. and we already
know that ‘softness and continuity’ are the essence.
When we practice tCC faithfully, we will find that
Love energy is the fruit” (page 31). Hungry for community activities, Pacific northwest participants were
encouraged to experience awareness, circularity, softness, and continuity with each movement. all were
inspired to breathe in the teachings presented softly and gently.
one third of the 30 participants traveled for hours from Washington state and returned with a strong desire to build community.
Portlander’s gained a larger sense of community, strengthening the
bond between themselves and their Washington counterparts. We
began with a traditional welcome circle, followed by instruction in
preliminary, forward-and-backward, side-to-side, and up-and-down
movements. after general instruction, we broke into smaller groups,
where participants focused on individual movements and one or
more principles – awareness (the root of tCC), circularity (the fundamental), and softness and continuity (the essence).
emily roberts, who had no previous experience with tCC, remarked
that she “learned it easily and was able to comfortably follow the
final practice at the end of the day.” teacher candidate, marcella Box,
found the day “perfectly balanced and well-planned so that everyone
received what they needed.” Feedback revealed an inclusive format
beneficial for everyone. teachers added: “Being with students is always humbling” … “i enjoyed having different levels of participants
and observing the varied styles of teachers” … “it was great for me as
a teacher to remember what i’ve learned over the years.”
Linda robinson and roberta served tea in small cups prior to the
final practice, which was singled out as “powerful” and “bringing the
spiritual energy of the group together.” teachers formed an inner
circle, while students and newcomers formed a second ring around
them. students and newcomers followed the teachers directly in
front of them, making for an effective and deeply felt tCC practice.
the workshop ended with a few minutes of sitting followed by “Joy,
Joy, Healing
thru Joy” lead
by Jim shorr
(co-host),
steve marsh
(instructor),
and Banks upshaw (student).
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From a teacher ...
By BarBara KristoFF, Corte maDera, Ca

a

t La Casa de maria, the essence of
t’ai Chi Chih emerged from gardens, walkways, and pathways. an old
grove of oak trees provided surrender
into shade, and a hidden labyrinth
reminded us of circularity and continuity. a stream murmured just outside
the meeting room, all the better to feel the bubbling spring. antonia
welcomed us with a soft presence and joyful playfulness. she broke
down movements into three directions: up/down, side/side, and
forward/backward. (Personally, i experienced Perpetual motion
in a whole new way – feeling that silence, like the space between
breaths, just before the heel touches and the next weight shift
begins.)
the group camaraderie continues to make me smile: We had sibling
pairs, married couples, best friends, and buddies. We enjoyed mostly
organic meals and lots of talking and laughter. one of my most
cherished memories was our last practice: a small inner circle
formed within a larger outer circle, and we moved as one, a kaleidoscope of energy, falling into deep silence. a week after the retreat, i
am still in that soft flowing place.

... From a student
By tom rotHenBerger, san anseLmo Ca

a

s a three-year student of t’ai Chi Chih, i’d enjoyed the refinements taught in our weekly class with Barbara Kristoff. i’d
looked forward to Barbara returning from tCC events because i
knew she would have new gems to share. now i looked forward to
a retreat myself, and the sessions more than satisfied my expectations. thanks to antonia and Pam, sessions were informative,
inspiring, and fun. But what surprised me the most was what i
could feel happening during the sessions. as they progressed i felt
the cumulative effects of moving Chi. the Chi would begin flowing
sooner, as though the energy had been left in the room from an
earlier session. Were we sharing this energy between people in the
group or was it just there? about half way through the retreat we
ventured into a garden to practice, where soon i began to feel the
energy flow. Was this my energy, the person in front of me, behind
me? Were we sharing energy or was the Chi moving us? i began to
feel that there were no leaders, no instructors, no students. Just
tCC. i let go of a questioning mind and let the Chi flow. We were
one.
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Events

the many r’s
a teacher symposium Lead by sandy mcalister
near Chicago; october 17-19, 2008
ComPiLeD By Diana WeLsH DurKin, gLen eLLyn, iL
Editor’s Note: Part One of this article appeared in the February 2009 issue.

m

y mind keeps going to the word renew. this Chi is trying to
tell me something: i feel renewed in body, mind, and spirit.
there is a renewal of softness to my movements, a renewal
of letting go more, and a renewed vow to help students gain a better
understanding of tCC. sharing also comes to mind – of energy,
knowledge, materials, ideas, and time. i gained so much from the
different approaches to teaching a movement at this symposium.
Changing one simple word can make a big difference in understanding one part of a movement. the visuals and handouts were also
quite helpful. – BoBBie WeiCHman, graysLaKe, iL

the symposium brought a new focus to my tCC. i’m a teacher seeking tips, techniques, new way to teach, to inspire students. the
exchange of ideas about how to teach movements and getting
refinements by sandy was rich. if you seek new words or ways to
refresh your teaching, consider attending a symposium. – Lorraine LePine, Prairie ViLLage, Ks
i benefited not only from sandy’s wise teaching but also from her
expertise as a facilitator. since the 2004 conference, where i first
heard teachers talk about the hip swivel, i’d observed students
and teachers struggling with this concept and creating effort and
extraneous movement. sandy helped clarify the issue with her discussion of intention versus reality. she kept bringing us back to the
principles – to answer and work through the questions. With that in
mind, here’s my take on the hip swivel: our intention is to maintain
an upright, straight spine (with gentle natural curves) and a neutral
pelvic bowl as we rest and move. in reality, balance and alignment
are not rigid. rather, as we move with the principle of the effort of
no effort, the front, back, and side postural muscles are engaged with
give and softness. they sustain postural integrity while expanding

and contracting with breath; they allow the body to continuously
initiate micro-adjustments. Hence, the waist is free to subtly adjust
as we sink to prepare to move, shift the weight, and release into rest
(between the movements). We are not “efforting” a swivel, a figure
eight, a tucked tailbone. the pelvic bowl is simply allowed to respond
freely and naturally, as needed, to sustain balance and the integrity of
an upright spine. – susan Kissinger, st. Louis, mo

Back-to-Back
success
Workshop with antonia Cooper in the san
Francisco Bay area, Ca; February 7-8, 2009
By atHene mantLe, san Jose, Ca

t

he Bay area shone more brightly when 45 students and teachers (on saturday) and 17 teachers (on sunday) gathered to
explore t’ai Chi Chih with antonia. all were very appreciative
of achieving a deeper awareness as she shared her understanding
of flowing from the center and
moving with softness. students
particularly liked the breakout
groups with a ratio of three
students to one teacher. students
reached a level of softness and
continuity that was very impressive in the final practice, and they
left asking for more. teachers also
benefited from one-to-one partner
practice. individual feedback for teachers was highly valued and, in
many cases, transformative. it felt like sr. antonia floated into the
Bay area and out again, leaving us moving with greater softness.

on the move

Workshop with antonia Cooper in
minneapolis, mn; January 2009
By anDrea CoLe, minneaPoLis, mn

Conference:
scholarships & Volunteers
By sanDy mCaLister, HayWarD, Ca

W

ould you like to attend the teacher’s conference (nourishing – rooting – Blooming) this year but can’t quite
afford it? Well, now you can: Scholarship money is available.
many teachers have contributed to the fund because they
want you to attend. We have received enough registrations to
meet two-thirds of our commitment to the facility. if you are
considering attending, don’t wait. Help us meet our commitment soon – so that we can put energy into other areas of the
conference. as you know, this conference is being prepared by
the whole t’ai Chi Chih community. Coordinators for vendors,
raffles, and registration (and more) could use your assistance.
if you would like to help, please email me.
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t

’ai Chi Chih is a meditative practice
that balances and circulates Chi, the
life energy that exists in all of us. it
consists of 19 simple movements and one
pose and can be done by people of all ages
and physical ability. the benefits of this
moving meditation are wide-ranging: stress
reduction, increased energy, and greater
creativity and awareness. For one weekend
in January, antonia Cooper, the guide of tCC, traveled to minneapolis to lead a healing retreat for teachers and students. the
retreat offered those attending a chance to renew and deepen their
practice, find relief from stressful jobs, or heal from losses. For
more information about t’ai Chi Chih, including articles, photos,
and a list of teachers worldwide, visit www.taichichih.org.
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For Teachers & Students

a snowbird teacher
By Donna aLDous, meaDoW LaKe, sasKatCHeWan, CanaDa

t

his winter my husband and i officially became “snowbirds,”
spending the winter in mesa, arizona, where the temperature hovers around 70 degrees Fahrenheit rather than
minus 30 degrees Celsius (like it does in saskatchewan). Why am i
telling you this?
i brought t’ai Chi Chih supplies with me to
arizona with the idea of starting classes. When
TCC
we visited our rV resort last year, i noticed how
has
much tCC could help the seniors. Within two
caught
weeks of the first session on January 6th, we had
to move to a bigger space because we had over
on like
wildfire 30 participants. tCC has caught on like wildfire.
it’s a challenge to teach first-timers along with
those who started the first week. But so far, so
good. everyone realizes that i’m an accredited teacher, and they
know the class has value. (i charge $2 per class.) People are free to
come and go; missing a week is not a problem for them or me.
since people like to come early, i have chairs ready in a circle and
we begin sitting with our feet flat on the floor – getting grounded
and rooted while we listen to the CD, Justin Stone Speaks on
TCC. i want participants to become familiar with Justin, and the
question and answer part of this CD is invaluable. then i read a
section from the TCC photo textbook and make sure the students
know that Justin demonstrates every movement in it. When i read
from Spiritual Odyssey last week, it generated some good feedback.
i’ve just ordered 20 DVDs so that students will have something to
practice with when they return home. Hopefully they’ll contact
teachers in their local areas so they can continue practicing during
the summer months. one student even comes from meadow Lake,
saskatchewan, if you can believe it!
my personal practice has also
really gained momentum.
there is so much enthusiasm
and energy at our sessions
that i can hardly wait for
tuesdays. What is the saying?
“When the student is ready,
the teacher will appear.” Well
teachers, there are a lot of
students out there. What are
you waiting for? as Justin says, “tCC is too great a gift not to share
it with whoever shows an interest.” Let’s contribute something
worthwhile. it has certainly worked for me and for my neighbors at
mesa spirit rV resort.
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... and Her
snowbird students
ComPiLeD By Donna aLDous

W

hen i asked our class what they felt about t’ai Chi Chih,
it turned out to be a very worthwhile exercise, and
students began building on what others were saying. i
intend on doing this exercise at each of my classes from now on.
marty Piper from michigan related that the arthritis in her hands
is very bad, but since learning tCC, she is taking less pain medication. … terry mamer of saskatchewan, who has a fear of flying, has
flown since taking tCC, and the stress was lessened because she
visualized tCC movements during the flight. … susan Baron of
alberta has visualized doing tCC in order to fall asleep. she has yet
to get past around the Platter. susan was also astonished to learn
about the active tCC community in edmonton. … marilyn Pence
of ohio feels her balance has improved immensely. the idea of not
falling into the movements or falling out of them has helped in
other areas of her life – like doing things purposefully.
stevie Duval d’adrian is much more sure footed when she gets on
her bike. she now plants her foot, grounding it into the earth, and
can mount her bike with grace. … Penny smith of oregon liked
the idea of pushing away the negative and pulling in the positive in
Push Pull. it brought meaning to the movement for her. … Peni
Campbell of British Columbia has learned to let go more. Family
situations that would have brought tears are now more manageable. … moving through heavy air allowed Phyllis anderson to slow
down and brought her back into the moment.
We had a great discussion about the effects of Pulling in the energy. By consciously visualizing pulling in the energy from the most
distant star through our fingertips, one lady’s fingertips tingled and
another had a real feeling of energy around her body. one woman
woke up in the morning to her right hand tingling. and because
we are practicing outside by the pool, participants felt closer to
nature. a hummingbird joined us this morning and it brought true
delight and a new dimension into play. We all seem to be more in
the moment. a couple of ladies said, “Before we know it, we’re on
Perpetual motion and time just seems to flow.”
the women who purchased a DVD said they were glad not to have
an excuse not to practice at home. this prompted two more ladies
to purchase a DVD. there was general agreement about a greater
appreciation of life and a renewed sense of our selves. i said i’d have
them in my thoughts during the summer when i practice tCC on
my deck in saskatchewan, and i expected to feel their energy when
they practice. they seemed quite excited about that prospect.
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By Students / For All

Parkinson’s:
Full of grace & graceful
By CoLLeen WueBBen, omaHa, ne

u

ntil recently, i took movement for granted – the smooth, automatic capability to move or to be completely still. But since
the shock of my diagnosis with Parkinson’s Disease (PD) at
the age of 52, movement often looks and feels like a completely new
sensation. although i didn’t read it for months, literature on the
benefits of exercise (and t’ai Chi Chih specifically) was included in
the packet of information that i picked up in the neurologist’s office.
Confused, i wondered how someone with a noticeable tremor of the
right hand and an awkward
feeling of stiffwhile I have
ness could fit
experienced many into the mental
picture i had of
of the positive
graceful, serene
[changes]
people practicdocumented,
ing incredibly
there is one
slow, flowing
glaring omission
movements in
perfect syn... spirit
chronicity.
so i began at the gym with weights and cardio,
learning by trial and error and becoming accustomed to the occasional distraction of my unintentionally jiggling right hand and shortened right
steps. not yet on any medication, my awareness and
acceptance of my body grew as i turned to meditation, exercise, and a healthier lifestyle. yet tCC continued to intrigue me. so when i saw a flier about a
class starting in a local church, my curiosity won.
the symptoms of PD are sometimes exaggerated by
stress, so it seemed amusingly ironic to be shaking more than usual
when waiting with strangers for a first class that dealt with smooth,
calming movements.
any anxiety was quickly replaced with our teacher’s engaging
personality; a comfortable camaraderie developed while we explored
new stances and movements called by folksy names. in that tooshort six weeks, the personal benefits were already clear: i had a
more deliberate awareness of a centered stance and shifting balance;
a steady focus on moving parts of my body in a coordinated repetitive way while relaxing other muscles; and increased flexibility.
sharing ourselves in the simple joy of moving also led me to forget
PD at times and the tremors to decrease or even disappear. as my
knowledge of the poses grew, i put the mechanics further from my
consciousness and just let myself be in the moment, feeling refresh-
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ingly unencumbered by self-consciousness or worry. a gift indeed.
since the class ended, i have researched the benefits of tCC more
extensively, particularly for those with PD. and while i have experienced many of the positives documented, there is one glaring
omission. the written focus is usually technical: the changes in
balance, coordination, flexibility, concentration, or calmness – all of
which are true. But the enduring change for me was of the spirit: it
was accomplished in the mystery of open-hearted interpersonal exchange. now movement is sacred, conscious. today the dance of life
welcomes me as much as ever, and the sharing of this practice out of
love has the power of creative transformation: being more graceful, i
am also more full of grace.

tCC or tequila
sunrise?
By Bette-B Bauer, omaHa, ne

o

ne of the things i love about t’ai
Chi Chih is that it’s portable.
Wherever i travel, i have a way to
welcome a new day in a new place, preferably outdoors. Periodically, i vacation in
Key West, where, every early morning,
i ride my rented bike over to the pier. if
the tide is out, there are often a few great
blue herons standing like sentinels, or
moving sedately in the shallows. they
remind me of tCC practitioners. Further
down the beach great white herons rise
into the air and resettle. as the light increases, shrimp boats pass by on their way
into the harbor, their wing nets extended.
Before enjoying my Cuban caffe con leche and pan con queso, i
practice the “joy through movement” of tCC. the first light comes
much sooner in the Keys than in the north, and it spreads subtly
outwards, long before the sun appears. Pastels soften a fading dark
sky. as i proceed through the joyful movements, gulls hover on
the wind next to me. a large brown pelican lands on the concrete
barrier in front of me. i begin to wonder if these birds are drawn by
tCC’s energy. (When i do tCC regularly, i feel a steady energy and a
consistent sense of wellbeing.) Later, in nebraska’s wintery cold, my
teacher, rita, agrees that yes, the birds were attracted by the energy.
other people are gathered on the pier – one woman lifts her arms
as the sun comes up, and a group is gathered around a woman in a
motorized wheelchair and opening champagne. the air is charged
with the beginning of a new day.
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By Students / For All

the roar of
Celery & Carrots
By Jerry JuzDan, WeeHaWKen, nJ

i

f only i had a bumper sticker business: i could be a millionaire
selling bumper stickers to my fellow t’ai Chi Chih students.
Who wouldn’t want their vehicles
adorned with phrases like “Flowing With
softness & Continuity” … “the effort of
no effort” … “Let your shoulders relax.”
is it poetry? Dance? therapy? it’s in my
nature to question,
wonder, and doubt.
But i’m learning
let it go
the joy of letting
my body’s moveand
let it flow ments find the answers. in fact, it’s
not about learning
at all; it’s about
unlearning. Forget your head and concentrate on your center. toss away your ideas
of getting it perfect and rely on your body
to remember. Let it go and let it flow. my
initial fears have turned to fearlessness. i
am a student again and i can do it.
it’s really all about the practice. i have actually done some movements on vacation
in the pool, while waiting for a bus, and
while walking through a park. i have seen
references to it in movies, on the internet,
and in the news. i’m a little possessive: i
call it my tCC – as when i mention to my wife, “Look, honey, there’s
another wild and crazy person practicing my tCC.” suddenly, i’m
part of a private club with a language all its own and i feel just a
little sorry for those who haven’t joined yet. some of us are convinced the world is on the brink of discovering tCC. soon it will be
as big as eBay, itunes, and the Home shopping network.
as a 57-year old retired teacher, i was convinced i had learned
everything. and then i was introduced to the magic of tCC practice
and the inspiring Bill moore, who is part instructor and part friend.
i have learned to stop asking how it all works. i now allow tCC to
come inside and become a part of me – and not just for an hour a
week but for days at a time. i now see things with a new vision, approach things in a new way, and welcome things with a new attitude.
on my way home from our weekly class, i speed past Burger King
and head home for celery and carrots. i am warrior, hear me roar.
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Wu Wei
By roman oBara, WaLLington, nJ

i

n practicing my t’ai Chi Chih one day, i started to think about
the taoist concept of wu-wei. Wu is something akin to “without” and wei translates into something like “action” or in this
case “struggle.” it means to act without acting or without struggling, which is much easier said than
done. i remember when i first started
studying tCC. it seemed so much
easier than t’ai Chi Chu’an, which i’d
learned some 20 years earlier. the tCC
brochure said that there were only 19
movements and 1 posture, substantially less than the 108 moves contained in the ancient form i’d learned
so long ago. “i can do this in no time,”
i thought. i was right at one level. in
six weeks, with the help of instructor
Bill moore, i’d gotten all of the moves
down. or so i thought. “that wasn’t too
bad,” i remember thinking. and then
the fun began. since then i’ve spent
countless hours trying to perfect what
i’ve learned. and the key word here is
trying. i was trying so hard and was
so attached to the results that i was
missing an important part of tCC: the
practice.
this brings me back to wu-wei. i don’t
remember when i first realized i should
practice the tCC movements without
worrying about results (or worrying
about them too much). “Just Do it” as nike, the Winged goddess of
Victory, so eloquently commands. Just do the moves without any attachment to the results. Just do them without any thought of whether it’s a “good”
practice or a “bad” practice. Just do them
there’s no
without thinking about how much Chi is
‘doing’
circulating in the bubbling springs of your
when
it
feet. Just do them with softness and conticomes to
nuity, with effort-less effort. Be natural, like
a river, and flow. there’s no “doing” when
a river
it comes to a river flowing. it just does
flowing
what it does, without judgment of any kind.
the less we contend, the more we achieve.
and the more we align ourselves with the
eternal tao, the better off we’ll be since, as the Tao Te Ching (verse
37) says, “the tao never strives, yet nothing is left undone.”
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By Students / For All

a miraculous recovery

no Life Without it

By raymonD sHarP, uPPer montCLair, nJ

By Fran green, Wayne, nJ

bout 15 years ago, i began to practice t’ai Chi Chih on my
own after buying Justin stone’s VHs tape. at that time, i was
an international consulting actuary leading a very stressful
and demanding business life, complete with extensive international
and u.s. travel. But i found that practicing the moves had a noticeably calming effect. unfortunately, i only practiced tCC for a few
months.

had always been sick, tired, and weak. there were times i
couldn’t even walk from the bedroom to the kitchen. in 1986
i was diagnosed with epstein Barr Virus. several years later i
saw a top neurologist who sent me to the Kessler institute (where
the actor Christopher reeves was treated) where i was an outpatient
for six years. the head doctor diagnosed me with Chronic Fatigue
syndrome (CFs) and Fibromyalgia. she told me that the best thing
i could do for my health was t’ai Chi. she said it had as many
benefits as sleep.

a

By the time retirement rolled around, i was burned out. all those
years of incessant travel and tight deadlines had taken their toll.
eighteen months ago, things took a turn for the worse. i needed
emergency surgery to remove my gall bladder, and then i was
diagnosed with prostate cancer, which required more surgery. i felt
very low, i had little energy, and my general physical condition had
become very poor.
Late last year, in hope of recovering my health, i tried tCC again
through a class at the local adult learning center. this has turned
out to be one of the best decisions of my life. i picked up the movements fairly quickly, thanks in small part to my self-practice all
those years ago but largely owing to our wonderful teacher,
Kate Van Frank. almost from
the start, i began to do the full
routine daily (and sometimes
twice a day). this rapid reintroduction to tCC has been
much aided by the thoughtful
advice and encouragement
of Kate, and also by studying
Justin stone and the group of
fine teachers on the Joy Thru
Movement DVD.
the beneficial effects of this
concentrated re-immersion
were immediately obvious. With the very first session i experienced
many sensations associated with a blockage (and subsequent flow)
of Chi. it has now been several months and i’ve noticed, among
other things, that my skin tone has improved, my hair is getting
thicker, and my sense of smell has increased. But above all, my
energy, flexibility, and balance have returned – along with a sense of
serenity and joy. i feel better and healthier than i have felt in years.
my recovery feels miraculous. this time i will not be giving up my
daily practice of tCC. as Justin stone says, “if you practice every
day, you will get real rewards from tCC.” my experience is ample
proof of this wisdom.
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i

When i met margaret o’Conner, my t’ai Chi Chih teacher, i had just
recovered from having a nonmalignant tumor removed from my
spine and a double neck fusion. i was weak and fragile but knew i
had to get back to living a normal life. that is when i began doing
tCC. i began with seated tCC and built my way up.
Doing tCC has become part of my life. i do it daily for ten minutes
and sometimes twice a day. it gives me increased energy, and i now
have normal balance (my coordination had been poor). With my
health issues and surgeries it’s easy to get depressed, but tCC has
helped with stress reduction. tCC
helps me keep things in perspective and gives me strength. With
my Fibromyalgia and surgeries
(including recent neck surgery
for a compressed spinal cord),
strength is a major problem. By
doing tCC i have less pain. it
also gives me flexibility and has
lowered my blood pressure. i have
recently come down with multiple
Chemical sensitivity and have
developed sensitivity to cleaning
products, toothpaste, perfume,
food preservatives, and other daily
products. although this affects my
breathing and i wear an air purifier around my neck, i know tCC
helps me breathe more easily.
my grandchildren enjoy doing the Seijaku warm-ups with the
sounds. one of my favorite movements is six Healing sounds
because when i do them, i feel like i’m giving energy to my inner
organs. i have read many articles saying how important it is to do
tCC, and i could not picture my life without it. i am thankful for
margaret’s kindness, wisdom, understanding, and help. i thank
Chilton Hospital for making tCC available to seniors like me. i have
made many friends.
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For Teachers

teaching in a Drop-in setting
By CaroL neLson-seLBy, san Luis oBisPo, Ca

a

t the 2008 conference i learned there are very few teachers who teach a “dropin” or “continuous” class, yet i suspect that many would consider making
this choice if they knew its advantages. the most practical of these is that the
teacher is usually salaried by a health club or the health care entity – one that also
takes care of promotion, facilities, and fees. also, ongoing classes often build over the
years, letting the teacher enjoy the experience of leading a core group into a deeper
t’ai Chi Chih practice. the challenge of a drop-in format, however, is figuring out
how to integrate each new student into the existing class. in fact, this can be a very
enjoyable and creative process. each situation is unique and the methods depend
upon the new student’s ability (or disabilities) and the group dynamic, but the following scenario is fairly typical in my classes.
Because i usually work in a health club that offers a variety of classes, i arrive early to
modify the lighting and put on background music. new students usually arrive early,
too, and i take some time explaining and demonstrating yinning and yanging and the
t’ai Chi move. i then help them identify the tan t’ien and explain its relationship to
balance and shifting of weight. We discuss any physical limitations they might have
– such as arthritic hips, neuropathies in their feet, or dizziness. if appropriate, i suggest techniques such as using a chair or a large exercise ball for support, or moving
along the wall, all of which have helped me or other students. We talk a little about
the benefits they expect and those that i (or my students) have experienced.
most importantly, i recommend that they not try to copy the hand or wrist movements of tCC, but instead concentrate on the weight shift, as this is the source of
all other movement. i explain that as the weight shift becomes natural, the arms
will want to follow. through demonstration and direction, i then guide the students
to stand with feet below the hips, knees soft, and the pelvis relaxed and neutral (as
opposed to tucked under or arched). i have them begin shifting their weight forward
and backward onto their feet, letting their shoulders stay comfortably over their hips.
once moving, i suggest they focus their attention on the soles of their feet and tell
me what they feel.
then i guide new students through basic yinning and yanging, cueing them as they
slowly move next to me to “release the front knee and gently glide forward until the
back leg straightens and there is no weight left on your back foot” and to “release the
back knee and slide your hips back until the front leg is completely empty.” in this
way i can correct any tendency to “push off” or lean before it becomes a habit.
By this time, the rest of the class has arrived. often a newcomer is already known
by an ongoing student (who recommended tCC to them). a group member usually
spontaneously offers that he or she was recently the “newbie” and offers encouragement. someone always mentions that tCC is a “practice, not a performance” and
that we are lifetime learners.
From that point on i let the Chi draw the new member into the fold. He or she hears
the same gentle reminders about form and the same imagery about circularity and
softness; they all suffer my metaphors and analogies with grace. By the end of the
second class almost all students are able to follow the complete practice. the longer i
teach, the more i’m convinced that the Chi inherent in the practice is really the best
teacher. our job is to give people the tools to feel it and then get out of the way.
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outreach
activities update
By Lorraine LePine, Prairie ViLLage, Ks
•• the outreach Coordinator position, open as of
July 2009, is shifting its priorities toward marketing and communication. anyone interested is
invited to contact antonia or Pam. after the July
conference, i will continue to coordinate the development of guidelines and the teacher reference
material project.
•• resource teachers have been working on guidelines for teaching tCC to seniors. the final version
will be posted on the web in July 2009. other
teachers are working on guidelines for teaching
seated tCC, teaching to children, the blind, those
with Parkinson’s, arthritis, Lyme disease, and in
spiritual or retreat settings. thanks to stephen
thompson for setting up a guideline’s forum on
antonia’s website where interested teachers can
share their input.
•• the purpose of a teacher reference materials
project is to compile, edit, and develop teaching
materials and make them available online for
teachers. it will include class formats, teaching
methods, handouts, registration forms, waivers of
liability, etc. Chery ann Hoffmeyer has volunteered
to be the spokesperson for this project; contact her
if you are interested in contributing.
•• anita Vestal continues to request pilot teachers
to utilize the student questionnaire and return the
answers to her for the validation process.

From Justin

response to the “outreach” article:
This letter, just shown to me, was not mailed to me.
When Sr. Antonia was in Albuquerque recently I
asked her about these activities. She replied that
she had no knowledge of them. I have been pushed
into the background by those who want to make T’ai
Chi Chih a commercial activity, a change that will
kill it, if this is not halted. I will sever connections
with T’ai Chi Chih after so many years of fighting
to keep it honest. Who are these people apparently
taking over T’ai Chi Chih, with Sister’s cooperation? This letter speaks for itself, and I won’t be
a part of this Divinely guided form in its changed
look.”– Justin stone
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Karmic Comments
- LINKING T’AI CHI CHIH WITH OTHER DISCIPLINES -

as Justin stone says in Spiritual Odyssey, published by good Karma
Publishing, “if t’ai Chi Chih is hitched to other activities, no matter
how worthy, it will, in time, fade. to use tCC as the key to opening
the door to pushing other matter is wrong. Keep them separate.
it’s best to examine motives – at rock bottom level – for this type of
activity.”

- TRADEMARK LICENSING AGREEMENT -

this agreement, which good Karma’s copyright and trademark
attorney has long suggested that teachers sign in order to protect
against trademark infringement, will no longer be required. Justin
believes it sets the wrong tone – to ask newly minted teachers to
sign these kinds of legal documents.
gKP does respectfully request, though, that you continue using the
registered trademark symbol ® – after the first use only of t’ai Chi
Chih in any article that you write for print or web publication.
it is also still important, as much as possible, to use t’ai Chi Chih
as an adjective – as in the “t’ai Chi Chi practice.” Why? Because
when a trademarked name stands alone it becomes generic, and its
value eventually becomes watered down. For example, it used to be

Kleenex tissues and Xerox copies and Coca-Cola soft drinks. now it’s
“Please xerox this for me” even if it’s being copied on a Canon copier.
or it’s “may i have a kleenex, please?” when it’s actually a Charmin
tissue.

- LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR TEACHERS –
SET UP BY MARIE MYSZKIER, ALBUQUERQUE, NM -

teachers in need of liability insurance may contact the Fitness and
Wellness insurance agency (not marie), where applicable policies
are underwritten by the Philadelphia insurance Company (tel 800395-8075). Visit the website (fitnessandwellness.com) and search
for Liability only > select your association > t’ai Chi Chih – Joy
thru movement > select your state and continue. if you are leasing
a business space or have employees, see the “Business application”
section. as of this writing, the cost for $2 million worth of coverage
is $145 annually (if you teach part time or less than six hours per
week.) if you are teaching full time (i.e. over six hours per week),
the cost for $4 million worth of coverage is $205 annually. thanks,
marie for sharing. this information will be posted on the hidden
teacher urL under taichichih.org. (Contact Lorraine Lepine if you
don’t know it.)
Kim grant, aLBuquerque, nm

The Lighter Side
at the end of a seated t’ai Chi Chih class, it was time to be still and
relax. i started the checklist of body parts: relax your face, relax
your tongue, relax your jaw, etc. one of the ladies started laughing. When i asked her afterwards what was so funny, she said, “i
was imagining relaxing my teeth and my false teeth dropping out.”
– sHaron sirKis, CoLumBia, mD

in different buildings, we walk outside from place to place several
times each day. But we are not alone. Here’s a pyramid poem to
explain: here / the grass / is messy / geese everywhere / look and
watch / or else / oops – Dan PienCiaK, HoWeLL, nJ

one saturday morning, after chauffeuring my younger daughter
to horseback riding, i headed to the nearest starbucks drive-thru
for a much needed grande chai tea latte. While waiting in the
slow-moving line, i contemplated the power of t’ai Chi Chih and
how the sincerity of the practitioner grows into a state of glowing
gratitude. as i finally pulled up to pay for my drink, the young
fellow at the window greeted me enthusiastically: “What’s going
on, sunshine?” i replied with a startled, “it’s a beautiful day.” (But
i certainly wasn’t feeling like sunshine.) the young man doublechecked my order. “you ordered a t’ai Chi, right?” i laughed,
agreed, and handed him the money. He returned with my chai
tea. as i pulled away, he remarked, “enjoy your t’ai Chi!” i said, “i
will!” – Dora Derzon, aLBuquerque, nm
i often host local t’ai Chi Chih events at the Franciscan spirituality Center in ringwood, new Jersey, a beautifully situated place.
Because the dorm rooms, dining facilities, and conference space
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Community Calendar

t’ai Chi Chih Community Calendar
DATE

WHAT & WHO

WHERE

CONTACT

may
4-9

tCC teacher
accreditation
w/ Pam

san antonio, tX

sr. alice Holden
sparks-1@sbcglobal.net
210-525-1232

June
21-25

tCC intensive
w/ sandy

santa Barbara, Ca

tony Johansen
trjohansen@msn.com
805-680-6731 / 805-687-1045

July
16-19

tCC teacher
Conference

nebraska City, ne

John & roberta taggart
taggartjl@earthlink.net
541-654-0566

July
19-21

seijaku
accreditation
w/ Pam

nebraska City, ne

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

July 27 aug. 1

tCC teacher
accreditation
w/ sandy

grand Falls-Windsor
nL, Canada

sheila Leonard
sheilaleonard@nf.sympatico.ca
709-579-7863 / 709-727-7863

august
20-23

tCC retreat
w/ antonia

ringwood, nJ

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732 988 5573

october
25

tCC teacher
renewal
w/ Pam

ringwood, nJ

Daniel Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

october
26-31

tCC teacher
accreditation
w/ Pam

ringwood, nJ

Daniel Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

november
15-20

tCC teacher
accreditation
w/ sandy

albuquerque, nm

Christa Keller
505-899-3873
christa_keller@comcast.net

more WorKsHoPs & retreats
(Postings here are open to all teachers offering events wholly devoted to tCC.)
may
16

seijaku Workshop
w/ Carmen
Brocklehurst

albuquerque, nm

Judy Hendricks
judyhendricks@comcast.net
505-897-3810 (after 5pm)

June
4-7

tCC Workshop
w/ Dan Pienciak

ringwood, nJ

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732 988 5573

august
20-23

seijaku retreat
w/ Dan Pienciak

ringwood, nJ

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732 988 5573

september
17-20

tCC Workshop
w/ Carmen
Brocklehurst

albuquerque, nm

Judy Hendricks
judyhendricks@comcast.net
505-897-3810 (after 5pm)
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Contacts /Subscribe
Contacts

subscribe to the Vital Force

originator
Justin stone
P.o. Box 23212
albuquerque, nm 87192-1212

thank you for your interest in The Vital Force journal. By subscribing, you will receive four

guiDe
sr. antonia Cooper, osF
99 Harrison ave.
north Plainfield, nJ 07060-3606
908-370-3616
antoniatCC9@aol.com

issues of the newsletter each year.
if you are a teacher, you will automatically be included in the teacher Directory. Please let
us know if you do not want to be listed in the directory.
if you have questions, please contact mary ruiz at vfjmembership@yahoo.com or P.o. Box
92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674.

teaCHer trainer
sandy mcalister
24835 second st.
Hayward, Ca 94541
510-582-2238
mcalister19@comcast.net
teaCHer trainer
Pam towne Duncan
234 Hoover st.
oceanside, Ca 92054
760-722-9544
pamtowne@sbcglobal.net
outreaCH CoorDinator
Lorraine Lepine
913-901-8818
thevitalforce2@yahoo.com
(ask for unpublished teacher resources urL)
tHe VitaL ForCe - suBmissions
tcc@kimgrant.com
tHe VitaL ForCe - suBsCriPtions
& aDDress CHanges
mary ruiz
the Vital Force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
vfjmembership@yahoo.com
gooD Karma PuBLisHing, inC.
P.o. Box 92426
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
888-540-7459
505-797-7300
505-797-4346 fax
sales@gkpub.com
WeB site CHanges
changes@taichichih.org
artWorK & PHoto CreDits:
Pg. 1, 3-5, 7-10, 12-14, 18-20, and 22:
Kim grant; pg. 6: Dan Pienciak; pg.
11: anita Vestal; pg. 14: Dan Pienciak;
pg. 15: ted Duncan; pg. 15: roberta
taggart; pg. 16: athene mantle; pg. 16:
andrea Cole; pg. 17: Barry aldous.
FinD us on

ContaCt inFormation
name

______________________________________________________________

address ______________________________________________________________
City, state, zip

______________________________________________________

Phone

______________________________________________________________

e-mail

______________________________________________________________

teaCHer aCCreDitation inFormation
Date you were accredited as a t’ai Chi Chih teacher

______________________

Date you were accredited as a seijaku teacher

______________________

name of the teacher who taught you t’ai Chi Chih

______________________

name of “second signature”

______________________

VitaL ForCe suBsCriPtion inFormation
We encourage you to renew or subscribe on-line with a credit card by visiting
www.taichichih.org/vital_force.php, where single back issues are also available.
( ) i Do not want to be listed in the teacher Directory or on the Web site.
Delivery in the u.s.

_____ years at $40/year

Delivery outside the u.s.

_____ years at $50/year

$_____
$_____

Donation for The Vital Force outreach or to help others subscribe

$_____

annual teacher Directory $15 (mailed in early February)

$_____

total amount enclosed

$_____

Please send a check or money order, payable to The Vital Force, to:
the Vital Force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
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